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1. Background 

Bihar is the state blessed with abundant natural resources such as fertile land, water and 

availability of sun light round the year but agriculture has not flourished as per availability of 

these natural resources. However with government initiatives productivity has increased in last 

decade, but the cost of cultivation has also gone up with increase in price of input. It has led to 

marginal or no income to the farmers in most of the staple crops. This indicates lack of 

awareness and training, poor access to quality input and credit, improper policy, poor planning 

and implementation of extension services, development of marketing infrastructure and 

network. The farmers are forced to buy spurious quality of inputs as there is lack of training 

programs and hence awareness. The farmers are depending on the local or district level input 

supplier and the farmers hardly get proper insecticide, fungicide and medicine for the pest and 

disease. The cost of production goes up. Hence there is a great need to plan and execute 

extensive training programs to generate awareness and build the capacity of the farmer. 

Similarly cost of irrigation is also very high .The farmers are paying INR 100 to 130 per hour for 

hiring water. The farmer needs to spend approx. INR 2500 to 3000 for irrigating 1 acre of wheat 

land. There is abundant sun light round the year in Bihar and this can be utilized through proper 

policy and planning. It will not only reduce the cost of cultivation but also sustainable 

agriculture by protecting the agriculture from global warming. Global warming is putting 

pressure on our scientists to come out with short duration variety of crops as the temperature 

required during flowering and fruiting do not match for most of the variety and hence resulting 

in low yield or no yield. The policy and planning of use of solar energy is very much required 

towards sustainable agriculture.  

There is need to use ground water judiciously. Every day there is hue and cry for drinking water 

and almost whole India is suffering from water crisis and day by day ground water is depleting. 

There is great need to harvest rain water and use it as and when required to decrease the 

dependency on ground water. In Bihar, there is 1200 mm rainfall but we do not have developed 

dam/structure to store rain water in order to abstain from exhaustive use of ground water 

towards sustainability of agriculture and life. Market infrastructure and price information also 

play vital role in better price realization for the agricultural produce for the farmers. Hence a 

market policy towards developing market infrastructure such as ware house, cold storage, 

grading and packaging house are required. Our farmers spends too much time, efforts and 

money on production but hardly an hour to get their  produced sold as they do not have 

storage space and are not aware of the price in the market. They are fully dependent on the 

aggregator or commission agent and are exploited in absence of price information and market. 

Hence there is need to bring farmers into the contact of processor, miller and other stake 

holders through the collectivization of farmers and forming their company. The supply is 

ensured with quality to these market forces and farmers realizes better price for their produce.   
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In consideration of the above facts, Indian Grameen Services conducted a day long workshop 

on “Sustainable Agriculture and Value chain” with the support of CUTS International on 13th 

April, 2016. 

2. Proceedings  

 The workshop commenced with a welcome address by Mr. H.P.Singh, Assistant Vice 

President, Indian Grameen Services (BASIX). Mr.H.P.Singh talked about the present scenario 

of agriculture and the problems being faced by the farmers. 

 This was followed by Dr. J.P.Upadhyay ,Director Research, RAU, Pusa , Samastipur  who 

emphasized the need of use of solar energy to reduce the cost of cultivation and save 

environment from the effect of global warming as it affecting the agriculture and life 

shoddily. He also suggested farmers to visit nearby agriculture institution, college, offices to 

update 

their 

knowledge regarding crop variety and technology to enhance the productivity and reduce 

the cost of cultivation. He also talked about the varietal change of staple crops and 

technology introduced in this regard. 

 Dr. K.K. Jha, Senior Scientist, KVK, Motihari talked more about the technology(Zero 

tillage etc.) with package of practices  and  other interventions being introduced by KVK 

Motihari and how the farmers are getting benefitted out of it. He also expressed his views 

that the farmers and the scientists should work closely to combat the prevailing situation 

and maximize the reach of extension services through FPOs. He also asked the farmers to 

take up agriculture as business instead of following the traditional way as the most of the 

farmers are having less than 1 hectare of land. 

 Dr. R. C. Shrivastava, Vice Chancellor, RAU, Pusa, Samastipur addressed the participants 

and stressed the need of reducing the cost of cultivation through use of electricity in 
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agriculture especially for irrigation and harvesting. He also asked the participants from 

farmer institutions (FPCs) to select the stress tolerant variety as per climatic change to 

maintain productivity and minimize the environmental risk involved. He also underlined the 

need of storage facility to be increased with other agri. infrastructure such as packaging, 

grading and cold chain. 

 Mr.Ashok Kumar from Entrepreneurship Development Association (EDA)-NGO asked the 

participants to use the technology (Drip) and package of practice for judicious use of natural 

resources to maintain soil health and abstain from excessive use of ground water towards 

sustainability of agriculture. He also gave a call to the farmer participants and processor to 

come closer to maximize the benefit of the S&M farmers through comparatively better price 

realization for their produce. 

 Mr.Anil Kumar from Preservation and Proliferation of Rural Resources and Nature 

(PRAN)–NGO, Gaya   and Mr. Rajesh Kumar, Mahatma Buddha Agri Clinic, Gaya were among 

the agriculture experts who addressed the participants and asked them to produce as per 

need of the market with quantity and quality to fetch remunerative prices. 

 Mr. Dinesh Singh, Sakra, Muzaffarpur and Mr. Dilip Kumar Singh, Sasaram, Rotash were 

among the innovative farmers who addressed the participants.  Mr. Dilip Kumar explained 

and suggested the use of Trichoderma birdie, pheromone trap, border cropping, mixed 

cropping, line cropping of flower in main crop field to protect the crop from pest and disease 

and reduce the cost of cultivation. He also explained the benefit of organic farming and 

demonstrated the produce (Tomato, Shimla Mirch and Cherry) before the participants and 

talked about the comparatively more shelf life of produce, how it is helpful in marketing in 

distant market and realizing better price. Mr. Dinesh Singh talked more about planning, 

marketing and collectivization of the farmers towards better price realization and assured 

that the farmers can get support from them as and when required.  Participants applauded 

their experience and efforts made towards considering agriculture as a business and taking it 

forward right from production to selling into the distant market.  All the participants noted 

down the contact numbers of these two farmers to get expert advice as and when required. 

 Mr.Mayank  Jain from Micro x Foundation , Mr.Amit Kumar  from Reliance market , 

representatives from  rice mills , Mahatma Buddha agri clinic were among the input supplier 

and processors  who participated in the workshop and expressed their views assuring 

farmers to  extend full support to them towards input and output linkage they are involved 

in. 

 3 Women participants from FPOs and women federation also expressed their concern 

and views and were satisfied with the expert advice they received from the speaker. 

 The workshop was anchored by Mr.H.P.Singh and ended with vote of thanks By 

Mr.Kanhai Kumar from Indian Grameen Services. 



3. List of Participants 

Sr. No. Name Designation Organization Contact No. E-mail ID 

1 Dr. R.C. Srivastva Vice Chancellor  RAU, Pusa, Samastipur 91+9040033323 vcraupusa@gmail.com 

2 Dr. J.P. Upadhaya Director of Research RAU, Pusa 91+9430046932 drraupusa@gmail.com 

3 Dr. K.K.Jha Program Coordinator KVK,East Champaran 91+9431475656 eastchamparankvk@gmail.com 

4 Pulindar Kumar Body Guard of VC RAU, Pusa 91+8405970848   

5 Dr. Amrendar Rai Scientist  RAU, Pusa 91+8084030844 drraupusa@gmail.com 

6 Ashok Kumar CEO EDA Rural System Pvt. Ltd. 91+9771929818 ashokkumar@edarural.com 

7 Anil Verma CF PRAN, Gaya 91+9934259579 anilvermaprangaya@gmail.com 

8 H. P.  Singh AVP Indian Grameen Services 91+9973428345 hpsingh@basixindia.com 

9 Rajesh Singh Director  Sanjana Agro Trade Ltd 91+9470307848 rajeshs&sanjanaagro.com 

10 Suman Tiwari G. Secretary TASFARPA, Tirkulia, East Champaran 91+9931254065   

11 Jitendra Yadav President 
Gurua Agro Producer Company 
Limited, Gaya 

91-9955821202   

12 Anil Prasad President 
Bankey Dham Agro Producer Company 
Limited, Gaya 

91-9430971609   

13 Lal Babu Ram Chairman 
Adarsh Farmer Producer Company 
Ltd., Kudhani, Muzaffarpur 

91-9006416315   

14 Indu Devi President MPSMVS Ltd 91+8002542851   

15 Indra Pari Panday BOD 
Baba someswar nath Samridhi Agro 
Producer Company Ltd, Areraj, East 
Champaran 

91+8084333824   

16 Chanda Varma Secretary 
Bapudham Samriddhi Agro Producer 
Company Ltd, Motihari Sadar, East 
Champaran 

91+8002454329   

17 Parmod Kr. Singh Secretary 
Ma Baudhi Devi Samriddhi Agro 
Producer Company Ltd, Chakia, East 
Chamaran 

91+8521426133   

18 Lal Babu Sah BOD & Farmers Club 
Bapudham Samriddhi Agro Producer 
Company Ltd, Motihari Sadar, East 

91+9031637087   

mailto:vcraupusa@gmail.com
mailto:drraupusa@gmail.com
mailto:eastchamparankvk@gmail.com
mailto:drraupusa@gmail.com
mailto:ashokkumar@edarural.com
mailto:anilvermaprangaya@gmail.com
mailto:hpsingh@basixindia.com
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Sr. No. Name Designation Organization Contact No. E-mail ID 

Champaran 

19 Dayanad Parsad BOD 
Bapudham Samriddhi Agro Producer 
Company Ltd, Motihari Sadar, East 
Champaran 

91+9430425239   

20 Dinesh Singh BOD 
Ma Baudhi Devi Samriddhi Agro 
Producer Company Ltd, Chakia, East 
Chamaran 

91+9955186102   

21 Vinay Kumar Secretary ATMA, Muzaffarpur 91+9204124383   

22 Babu Jan Hussain BOD 
Baba someswar nath Samridhi Agro 
Producer Company Ltd, Areraj, East 
Champaran 

91+7250236931 hussainbabu224@gmail.com 

23 Dinesh Kumar Lead Farmer President of ATMA, 91+9430865973   

24 M. P. Singh BOD Mourya FPO, Muzaffarpur 91+7856889811 mauryafpoltd@gmail.com 

25 Ajay Kr Singh EDA  EDA Rural System Pvt.Ltd 91+7070458210 aksingh.xidas@gmail.com 

26 Mayank Jain CEO & C0- Founder Micro X Foundation 91+9968300951 mayank@microxfoundation.com 

27 Ashi Ranjan Kr  Projection Micro X Foundation 91+9934931659 shashi@microxfoundation.com 

28 Abhishek Kumar Assistant Manager Indian Grameen Services 91-7488435811 abhishek_uma41@yahoo.in 

28 Kanhai Kumar Assistant Manager Indian Grameen Services 91-9473006200 kanhai.kumar@basixindia.com 

30 Sunil Chandra Lead Farmer Macchi, Muzaffarpur 91+7631302434 sunilbabu1977@gmail.com 

31 Tapan Kumbhkar Office Assistant Indian Grameen Services 91-9234475994   

32 Pankaj Kumar Office Boy Indian Grameen Services 91+8804248506   

33 Prashant Kr Framer Hil Agri, Nalanda 91+8936844699 anil@assigntechnosoft.com 

34 Dilip kr Singh Farmers Shiv Shakti FPO, Muzaffarpur 91+9304668539   

35 Murari Paliwal ATMA, Patna   91+709989566   

36 Ramashish Thakur Desh ki Prahari DKP, Weekly 91+9386575815 deshkepaharedar@gmail.com 

37 Nagmani Reporter AIR Patna Reporter AIR Patna 91+8863976625 nagmaniak@gmail.com 

38 Tushar Krishana Acess assist Assit.Sr. Project Cordinator, Patna 91+9931592487   

39 A. Kumar TS Exp. Reporter, Patna 91+7762844262 kumararjan708@gmail.com 

40 Avijeet Kumar Manager BASIX-SUBK 91+9608282802 avijeet.kumar@subk.com 

41 Binay Kishor Dainik Bhashkar Patna 91+9386928386 dubeynews1@gmail.com 

mailto:hussainbabu224@gmail.com
mailto:mauryafpoltd@gmail.com
mailto:aksingh.xidas@gmail.com
mailto:mayank@microxfoundation.com
mailto:shashi@microxfoundation.com
mailto:abhishek_uma41@yahoo.in
mailto:kanhai.kumar@basixindia.com
mailto:sunilbabu1977@gmail.com
mailto:anil@assigntechnosoft.com
mailto:deshkepaharedar@gmail.com
mailto:nagmaniak@gmail.com
mailto:kumararjan708@gmail.com
mailto:avijeet.kumar@subk.com
mailto:dubeynews1@gmail.com
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Sr. No. Name Designation Organization Contact No. E-mail ID 

Dubey 

42 
Shyam Kishor 
Mishra 

T.A. , Rice Mill 
Sri Krishna Rice Mill, Paharpur, East 
Chamaparan 

91+9934492239   

43 
Shiv Shankar 
Kumar 

T.A. , Rice Mill 
Shivam Rice Mill , Paharpur, East 
Chamaparan 

91+8877313260   

44 Amit Kumar Patna Reliance Market 91+9470056036   

45 P. Kumar Pindan Patna 91+9473038887 pindan2010@gmail.com 

46 Savita Hindustan Patna 91+9471886373 ksavita.09@gmail.com 

mailto:pindan2010@gmail.com
mailto:ksavita.09@gmail.com
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Media coverage of Workshop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Dainik Bhaskar 

(14/04/2016) 

Figure 1: Sanmarg (23/04/2016) 

Figure 3: Dainik Jagran (17/04/2016) 
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